My dear Leaders
Aslamolakum. I am sure you are all doing well and enjoying every minute of your life. You are free to do any
thing without any fear of law and accountability. What you say becomes the law of the land. Since Pakistan
came in to existence most of you were not born and some of you were small kids. How funny it looks when
you talk about Pakistan history and try to impress the innocent people of Pakistan. Knowing fully well, what
you say you do not mean it yet people come and attend your meetings and vote for you. It is indeed a very
big compliment to you, in spite of doing nothing for the people you are very popular and respected.
I have watched you all on different TV channels crying for poor people it is nothing but a drama. Your
degrees in this art are really genuine & need no verifications. It is very strange when you appear on talk
shows, you give an impression that you are the most concerned person about the poor people of this country
and struggling hard to provide them relief. But the result is zero. Your collective promise of Rooti Kapra
Makan has served you well over the years. The nation is grateful to you for creating shortage in addition to
rooti kapra makan and of water, gas and power and un employment. Actually you are not to be blamed
because every one of you first have to make himself comfortable, then you have your own children and then
rest of the family member , near relatives, close friends and by the time our turn comes your tenure is
over and you get busy for the next elections and again our turn starts to line up and vote for you to serve
us. The nation is only watching the depth of your lust & appetite.
When I see you moving in expensive cars with fleet of security guards I do feel proud of you. After all if you
are not secure how will you look after us. You need to be congratulated for looking after yourself so well at
poor people expense. Your courageous assumption and confidence that you will never face the dooms days
deserves full admiration. Your special care for near and dear ones by getting them lucrative jobs without
any qualifications so that they can earn and help you when you need their assistance. It is a matter of great
satisfaction that to serve poor people you arrange your treatment abroad to remain fit so that poor
could find some place in Pakistani hospitals. It is a great sacrifice on your part and will be written in
golden words for sparing beds for poor. So what if our children die on the floor of the hospitals without
being attended, after all it is none of your responsibility; state should do its duty.
There is a long list of achievements that would require books to be written, I am intentionally avoiding it
because 180 million people of Pakistan are well aware about your "KARTOOTS" It is very strange for the last
5 years you all have been shouting, yelling, cursing our head of state I mean President Asif Ali Zardari.What
have you achieved? Nothing. My dear leaders you have only strengthened his hands. Every time you tried to
play trick with him, he very conveniently out maneuvered you all. You know why this has happened. Let me
tell you, he has an objective before him, plan and future plans how to rule this country, unfortunately you
are no where near his vision.
People trusted you, loved you, liked you but now everything is clear to them. You can no more fool them,
you have lost the golden opportunity to steer the country out of crisis. Look at the difference between you
and the coalition. President nominates a person for some job irrespective of suitability even Prime Minister,
no one objects, but in your case you all want to become Prime minister. We do appreciate the efforts
of President to keep you all in lull and create a situation where you have no choice except to fight with
each other. Your plans are also very thought provoking; in the event of loosing the seat, make a quiet exit
from the country and enjoy with family members and cronies with the hard earned money already kept in
safe heavens.
It is very strange without having prepared for election each one of you claiming to be future PM, how
ridiculous it is? People all over the world laugh on your day dreaming. In nut shell you all have disappointed
the nation and should be prepared to receive shocks. The shock has come in the shape of Tahir Qadri who
has disturbed your peace of mind and you have forgotten everything except how deal Qadri. This is just to
remind you that status quo can never remain same it must change with the time so the time has come, be
careful and watchful.
Your loving brother
Citizen of Pakistan

